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SEISMIC DESIGN OF CELLULAR COFFERDAMS
Dr R Scott Steedman
G!BB Ltd, G!BB House,
427 London Road, Reading
RG6 113L, Berkshire, LiK

Paper No. SPL-5

ABSTRACT

Sheet pile cellular coiTerdums (retaining walls) are robust structures, capable of\vithstanding significant deformation without collapse.
Traditionally their use in the construction process has been associated \Vith temporary \vorks, but increasingly there is a demand to
make use of this type of structure as pat1 of the permanent works. Hmvcvcr, although the design of cofferdams to resist static loads
is relatively \Vcll documented, there arc few examples in the literature of design approaches for seismic conditions. This paper
describes the seismic design process for cellular cofferdams, drawing upon case histories in the US, CK and Japan. Comparisons are
made \Vith the seismic design approach for large retaining structures. particularly those where movement is tolerable.
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INTRODLCTION

earthquake time histories.

Retaining wall movements observed following the 1995
Hyogo-ken Narnbu (Kobe) earthquake showed a wide range
of perfonnance from negligible displacements to movements
of the order of several metres. The earthquake provided a
number of case histories of retaining wall performance, the
most significant of which are described elsewhere in this
conference, Iai ( 1998).

HO\vcvcr, although attractive by virtue of their simplicity, it
seems clear that the application of these methods to large
retaining structures, and particularly to those retaining
saturated fill, IS not straightforward, and careful attention must
be paid to the assumptions inherent in the techniques if a
credible design solution is to be developed.

The Kobe experience was not unusuaL For several decades
there has been considerable ink'rest in the literature in the
\vide range of performance of retaining \Valls in earthquakes.
Conventional design approaches will generally follow the
pseudo-static force-based Mononobe-Okabe method (based on
Coulomb), with the implication that displacements under
earthquake loading should be small.

SEISMIC DESIGl\ PROCESS FOR RETAINING WALLS

In their landmark ASCE paper, Richards and Elms ( 1979)
described an adaptation of the 1\ewmark (I965) method (for
predicting sliding displacement of gravity dams) to the
prediction of sliding displacement of gravity retaining walls.
Based on the concept of a threshold acceleration, an upper
bound to the displacement of a \Vall and failing \Vedge of soil
could be computed by integration of the relative velocities of
the sliding \Vall and the ground beneath based on a range of
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The design process for retaining walls subject to seismic
loading may be summarised in a Oowchart, Fig. 1, from
Steedman (1998). Clearly there are many other aspects to the
design of a retaining \Vall which are not represented here, and
Fig. 1 attempts only to describe those aspects that relate to the
assessment of seismic performance. As will become evident
in specific case studies below, the process requires the formal
testing of assumptions inherent in the design approaches, and
then the acceptance or rejection of the method on a more
rational basis than has historically been the case.
follO\ving this process, performance criteria for seismic design
are generated on a risk basis, and expressed as (a) the
maximum displacement to cause a tolerable level of damage,
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linked to (b) a margin against disproportionate damage. These
risk criteria may then be related to concepts of reliability
(defined as: annual reliability'-- 1- annual risk) as proposed by
Cole ( 1993 ), where a tolerable level of damage might
correspond to 1mpairmcnt of the stmcture (temporary loss of
function) and disproportionate damage might correspond to
total loss (i.e. unacceptable loss of asset value). For the same
degree of risk, there may be typically a factor of 10 in the
difference in likelihood of an event leading to total loss, as
opposed to impaim1ent.
This may mean, in quJ)' wJll design for example, that even
potcnttally larg~ movements of cJJssons under the design
earthquake (such as occurred at Kobe) arc Jcccpted by the
OWilL'f as 'tokrable di..imJg,c' for low-risk berths where the c_os1
of constr\lcting a design to a lower displacemcnt criterion
could not he .JUstifJcd. I Ia wever. the second critcnon. vvhich
must also be satisfied, is required to ensure that the reStlltmg

Conceplu~l

slructural form

Delernun<> P<'rlNmilnce urlerr~

design docs not lead to an unacceptable risk of
disproportionate damage, that is total loss or an unacceptable
loss of asset value. '!be emphasis on asset value is important,
as it is for the owner and his financiers to decide what level of
loss of function would constitute a 'write-off in business
terms, and only then for the engineer to interpret that condition
in terms of displacements, settlements, damage to services etc.
which can be compared with engineering assessments.
In structural terms, the definition of a required margin against
dispropor1ionate damage would be the equivalent of
specifying a level of ductility in des1gn. It is the absence of
such formJl considerations for geotechnical structures which
has led to the wide range of performance of rctainmg walls in
histone earthquakes, despite apparently common design
approachcs.
Once these tvw displacement criteria arc defined, then the
des1gn may proceed with the selection of an appropriate limitstate solution, such as :vlononohe-Okabe, followed by review
and possible adoption ofmon.: complex (elastic or non-linear)
solutions, evaluation of the solution against its assumptions
and finally checking that the displacements meet the specified
pcrfom1:mce criteria.
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The design of cellular cofferdams under static loads is well
established, and typically follows an approach whereby checks
are made against a number of different modes of failure, using
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the Tennessee Valley Authonty Technical Monograph, TVA
(1957) and Cummings (1960) methods of analyses_ These are
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and evalu~le dynamic response
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summarised in Table 1
Typical
acceptance
criteria (static)

Sliding

TVA (1957)

1.25

Overturning

TVA (1957)

3.0

Interlock or
interlock
corrosion

TVA (1957)

1.5

Vertical shear of
cell fill

TVA (1957)

1.25

Tilting or
horizontal shear

Cummings
(1960)

1.25

Loss of cell till
due to piling rise

TVA (1957)

1.25

Bearing capacity

TVA (1957)

2.0

Slip circle

Slope stability
(ogSLOPE)

1.5

ul des £11}

Figure I Flm1·chan illustrating seismic design proccs.\
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Case studies of the performance of cellular cofferdams in
earthquakes acting as independent structures have not been
found in the literature. At Kobe, the seismic strengthening of
the quay walls at Maya Wharf, lnagaki et a!. (1996), somettme
prior to the earthquake, used large sand filled caissons placed
in front of the original cellular sheet pile cofferdam quay \\'all,
Figure 2. The 'seismic resistant' quay \Vall was reported to
have been des1gned for a seismic coefficient of 0.25g, but was
subject to a peak acceleration of around 31 ~-"0, a large shaking
motion but less than the maximum experienced in Kobe due
to the orientation of the hcrih. The composite structure
performed \VeiL exhibiting only a k\v tens of centimetres of
movement sea\vard (compared to the several metres of
movement exhibited hy other caisson structures). IVfinor
settlement of the stone fill bet\veen the caisson and the originill
sheet pile cells suggests that the cells did not move sea\vard,
but as they were entirely embedded, this was to be expected.
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There were also cells at Maya \Vharf \vhich had not been
strengthened using caissons, and their performance has yet to
be reported in the literature, However, all the cells at Maya
\Vharf were of the steel plate fonn, not constructed hom sheet
piles, and hence their relevance to the present discussion is
limited.
There are few examples in the literature of the design of
cellular cofferdams involving seismic loading.
In the lJS, Sorota and Kinner ( 1981) briefly describe the
additional measures taken during the design of the cofferdams
forming part of the pennanent works at the Trident Naval
The circular
Submarine base at Bangor, \Vashington.
cofferdams \Vcrc 23m in diameter with sheet lengths ranging
from 25 to 31m long, and were joined one to another by
connecting arcs. The designers' primary concern from a
seismic point-of-view was lo avoid excessive interlock tension
caused hy liquefaction of the fill and to limit cyclically
induced settlements. Although the design earthquake was not
specified, it is reporled that the fill, a ''well-graded gravelly
sand" was compacted using vibratory probes to
coarseFourth
to fine
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In a paper describing the design and construction of a sea-wall
enclosing a lagoon at the Clyde Submarine Base, Faslane,
Scotland, Wotton and Belsham (1994) outline the seismic
design of the 12.1 m and l5,2m diameter cellular cofferdams
forming the sea-wall under psuedo-static accelerations of 0.2g
(horizontal) and 0.135g (vertical). The lateral acceleration
field was taken as uniform but the dynamic increment of
lateral earth pressure was applied at 2/3 of the height of the
cells, which were founded on either a stiff boulder clay or very
dense gravel, overlying bedrock The cells formed part of a
substantial piled wharf strucnlfe. Sliding under earthquake
loading was found to be the most critical mechanism of failure
(with a factor of safety of L04 ), and so large diameter (0,8lm)
tubular piles were used to provide additional passive
resistance. The piles were drilled and socketed into the
underlying bedrock; to achieve a factor of safety of 1.1 it was
predicted that 300mm of lateral movement would be required
to mobilise sufficient passive resistance.

'

~

155m

Raplacad so I

a relative density in excess of 7Y% to eliminate the risk of
liquefaction. In an accompanying paper, Sorota et al. ( 1981)
describe the effects of this compaction on the interlock
tensions, which v.•ere observed to increase by around 40%
throughout the depth of the cofferdam, compared to the
tensions measured after filling.

In a third example, the seismic design of Olmsted Lock and
Darn is reported by Schaaf and Ebeling (1995). The fleet
mooring retaining wall at the Olmsted Lock and Dam
comprised a line of cellular cofferdams connected by arcs,
Figure 3, and deeply embedded into the underlying sediments,
Part of the line of cells formed the foundation for a service
bridge. for this reason and because the potential for seismic
activity in the area \Vas considered to be high, the structures
were designed for dynamic lateral loading using a
displacement based, pseudo-static approach. The approach
adopted was rigorous, defining performance under both

l
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FiRure 3 Plan of Olmsted Lock Fleet Mooring Area, from
Schaaf and Eheling (I YY6)
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Op~rat10nal

Basis Earthquake (OBE) and Maximum Credible
Larthquake (MCE). llnder the OBE, a minimum factor of
saf~t) of 1.25 \\JS required for all ·failure' modes other than
displacemell!; under the MCE, this was relaxed to 1.0 (the
OBI hl'Ing n:garckd as an e\'cnl after \\hich the facility should
remam fully operationaL the MCE being considered as "the
mJ\.Illlum seismic C\ent which could ever be expected at the
si~t;") .

In SchJJf and l:bdmg's analysis, a 1-D SHAKE model was
to Investigate the amplification of the earthquake motion
up the cl'lls. lhe peak acceleration and velocity at 2/3 of the
height of the cell were used \\ ith a ~ewmark sliding block
analysis to predict the required threshold or 'yield'
acedera t1on or the ce II (for an assumed movement of the base)
to achn.·vc certain min11num factors of safety on stability.
1h~y note that sen~ral iterations were required to reach
compatibility bet\\ een the cell movements (in racking and
sliding) necessary to mobilise suffiCient passive resistance to
m~et the minunum factors of safety on the remaining potential
faiiur~ mmks. rhus in the Schaaf and Ebeling approach.
ma'\imum displacements are specified in place of factor of
-;afety lor cntical modes (slidmg, racking) in combination with
mimmum factors of safety for non-en tical mechanisms (such
as pnssl\e toe resistance. bearing capactty and interlock
u-;~d

compared with other design and construction nsks.

CELLULAR COFFERDAMS AT DEVONPOR I ROYAL
DOCKYARD
Tvv·o cellular cofferdams were constructed at Devonport Royal
Dockyard, Plymouth, England, dunng the winter of 1995/96
in connection with the Safety Case requirements to provide a
temporary watenight barrier across the entrance of an ex1stmg
dry dock facility, where it opened into a non-tidal baism,
Figure 2. The two cells were structurally mdependent of each
other and the dock walls on either side, and were foundl.'d on
the rock floor of the basin with specially designed seals to
ensure the water head on the baisin side could be safely
retained. The cofferdams were constructed on land. craned
into position by barge, installed by lightly dm ing the sheet
piles through a grave l mattress into the rock floor of the basin.
filled, compacted, tested by drawing down the water enclosed
behind them and subsequently removed. Bnef details or the
overall design concept of the cells are given belO\v. This paper
describes the seismic design process for the two cells.

h.'11Sl011 ).

I he l'\ olut1on in the SL'ISllliC design process between these
three ease histories Is Sigmficant. Movements will be
1nevrtabk under seismic loading. and 111 such circumstances
the ngorous adherence to a force-based ·factor of safety'
acceptance cmcnon may be rmslcadmg. But under the
dispL.H:em~nt approach adopted by Schaaf and Ebeling, there
IS an acceptance that specified levels of movement are
tolerable. provided 11 is demonstrated that other modes have a
sunicient reserve ofcapacity.1l1Us under the OBE conditions,
Schail rand t.bchng specIfy a mmimum factor of safety of 1.25
un fXlSSI\ c toe resistance (the next most critica I mode and the
mode \\ h 1ch I<; considered as 'controlling the design') in
conJunction \\ 1th an 'acceptable' level of translation of 8.6
Inches (7 mches base translation, 1.6 mches racking at the top
nfthe cell). l'his approach also allowed a rational decision to
b~ made 111 1cspl.'ct of the design of the access bridge systems,
where Schaar and l: bcling note that they adopted the much
larger displacement condition computed as a result of the
l\lCE load case.
I he Olmsted lock case history illustrates how the design
process proposed in f· igurc I can work in practice. Using a
comhlllation of displacement and force based criteria Schaaf
and Fbeling have developed a logical and defensible strategy
for sl.'ismic design. Such a strategy seeks to control
di'iplac~ments tn tolerable limits, and yet to ensure that there
Is adequate margm against 'disproportionate damage' for key
componL'nts (such as the access bridge system noted above).
l smg this strategy the element of risk m the design which is
attnbutablc
to seismic
loading
be readily
quantified
and
Fourth International
Conference
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Figure 4 Cellular cofferdams at De1•onport Royal Docknml
Seismic requirements were defined in tem1s of a peak ground
acceleration (pga) ofO.lg and a margin event of0.14g. The
barrier was required to remain effective following the 0. 1g
seismic event and to remain effective but still without
significant change in response following the 0.14g event.
In detail, factors of safety were specified for the static fatlure
modes listed in Table 1 and for the dynamic (earthquake)
loading conditions. For a pga of 0.1 g. a minimum factor of
safety of 1.1 was specified, together with a requirement that
(recoverable) horizontal movements were lim1ted to 0.1% of
the wall height and that the maximum tdt was limited to 0.03
radians from the as-built condition. For a pga of 0.14g (the
seismic margm event), factors of safety for sliding and
overt11ming were permitted to fall to 1.0, with permanent
movements of the cofferdam Iunited to 50mm in sliding and
0.03 radians tilt for overturning.
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In the design, each of the potential failure modes was
considered under static and dynamic loading conditions.
Before describing the seismic aspects of the design, it is worth
briefly reviewing the static analyses.
a) For sliding, comparison was made benveen the total
horizontal force to cause sliding and the available shearing
resistance, based on the effective weight of the cofferdam fill
and the mobilised angle of internal shearing resistance. It was
confirmed that this failure surface, rather than any lower
plane, \Vas critical. Any embedment into the floor of the basin
was neglected.
b) Although a cofferdam will not behave as a rigid body in
overturning, a global calculation of the overturning moment
about the toe, calculated from the external forces, was
compared to the restoring moment from the effective weight
of the cofferdam to ensure that sufficient reserve of capacity
was available to avoid uplift at the heel.
c) Under certain conditions of overturning, piles may slip in
their clutches near the toe of the cofferdam, \Vhile piles lift on
the fill (without clutch slippage) around the heel, a mechanism
called pile rise. The design was checked for pile rise by
computing the resisting moment generated from the vertical
friction force mobilised hct\veen the sheet plies and the cell fill
on the uplifted side of the cofferdam (considered as acting
over the equivalent \Vidth of the circular cell), together with
any resisting moment from external hydrostatic forces which
may be present on the opposite side. The vertical frictional
force \Vas calculated by assuming that the normal force
between the piling and the fiJI was equal to the external
hydrostatic force and that the coefficient of friction of soil on
steel was 2/3 ~',following TVA (1957). This approach has
been supported by the variation in coefficient of lateral earth
pressure reported by Lacroix et al. (1970) who recommended
a value for the earth pressure coefficient of 0. 7 - 1.0 on the
loaded side of the cofferdam.
d) Field observations indicate that interlock tension peaks at
belween one quarter and one third of the height of the
cofferdam above its base and ts generated by the internal
pressure in the cell. The interlock tension depends on the
assumed earth pressure coefficient and was checked in this
design for at-rest conditions, to allow for the effects of
compaction at the initial filling stage. Checks were made
against the ultimate interlock strength, reduced to allow for
COITOS1011.

e) Vertical shear was checked on a vertical failure surface
postulated through the centreline of the cell. To compute the
shear resistance of the fill it is necessary to estimate the
normal stress on the surface, 1rvhich is clearly not a principal
plane. The Krynine lateral earth pressure coefficient l K =
cos'~· I (2-cos ~') ] was used, following TVA (1957). To
compute the contribution from clutch slippage on either side
on Case
Histories
Engineering
of the Fourth
cell, International
the peakConference
interlock
stress
\Vasin Geotechnical
calculated
at H/4
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above the base, assuming (conservatively) active conditions in
the fill adjacent to the cell wall, and the shear force then
computed based on a codlicient of friction of steel on steel of
0.3. Model tests have shown that such a failure surface is
generally curved and not planar, and the use of mixed earth
pressure coefficients is somewhat inconsistent, but Maitland
and Schroeder ( 1979) support vertical shear as a potential
failure mode.
l) Following Cummings ( 1960), the resistance of the cell to
horizontal shear or tilting was computed by considering the
moment of the forces resisting tiltlng and comparing this to the
overturning moment. Model studies of cofferdams on rock
showed inclined failure surfaces from the toe of the cell,
inclined at an angle equal to the internal angle of shearing
resistance of the fi11. The Cununings formula was used to
check resistance to tilting.
g) The foundation for the cofferdams at Devenport was slate
bedrock. Checks were made for bearing capacity and limiting
slip circles, assuming the rock retained the strength measured
on existing prefractured cleavage planes, a highly conservative
assumption.

The seismic design considered the same potential modes of
failure as in the static case. but with consideration of the
effects of a pseudo-static lateral and vertical acceleration field.
The peak ve11ica1 acceleration was taken as 70% of the peak
horizontal value, but where the horizontal and vertical
components \vere considered as acting together, the vertical
component was reduced to 40% of its peak value. In
developing the seismic design approach, the close parallel
between the cofferdam design and the seismic design of large
retaining \Valls \Vas used to provide confidence in the method
adopted.
Some guidance for the design of cellular structures has been
published in the Japanese Technical Standards for Port and
Harbour Facilities in Japan, Ministry of Transport (1991), but
this is not comprehensive and is limited to consideration of
fOrce and moment equilibrium, without discussion concerning
displacements.
The approach adopted for the Devonport structures therefore
followed more closely the recommendations of Ebeling and
Morrison (1992) in their state-of-the-art report for the US
Army Corps of Engineers on seismic design of waterfront
retaining struclures, which includes consideration of both
force and displacement based criteria.
Firstly, a modified Mononobe-Okabe approach was used to
compute the soil pressures inside the cofferdam, where these
increased pressures resulted in a reduced factor of safety,
Mononobe and Ylatsuo (1929), Okabe (1926). The
modifications \Vere to take account of the partia11y submerged
fill and the vertical acceleration.
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In the Japanese Standards a unifonn seismic coefficient is
recommended with height up through the cofferdam.
However, to test this assumption, a beam~column analysis was
used to investigate the effects of amplification \Vithin the
cofferdam under the effects of the lateral acceleration.
Average amplification at the centroid of the cell was found to
be small, though not negligible. This is discussed in detail
below.
On the basin side of the coflcrdam, hydrodynamic forces were
accounted for according to \Vestergaard (1931) and
Matsuzawa ct a!. ( 1986). \Vithin the fill, hydrodynamic forces
were also considered, based on \Vcsterga3rd but modified to
take account of the porosity of the fill, following Steedr:nan
and Zcng (1990a). Careful consider3tion \Vas given to the
desig11 of \Veep holes to control the level of the phreatic
surface in the cells.
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i) the fill was a compacted, well-graded coarse subangular to
angular gravel;
ii) the permeability of the gravel \Vas predicted to be grealer
than I 0) m/s:
iii) the relative density of the compacted fill was specified to
exceed 7 Y~ o.
1

DYl\AMlC RESPONSE
Finite element analyses were carried out to study the dynamic
response of the cofferdam under seismic loading, to establish
the extent of amplification within the cells and to predict the
elastic (dynamic) displacements. The cell was idealised as a
vertical cantilever with a fixed base and a range of conditions
was analysed, considering the soil to act alone, and the soil
and sheet pile wall comhincd. Analysing the soil
independently was considered to be a lower bound to the
stiffness of the combined system, \Vhereas modelling the soil
and sheet wall together, as an elastic system, was considered
to be an upper bound, as it neglected damping caused by
slippage in the sheets or on the soil-pile interface.
The soil and cell wall were m.odelled \Vith elastic properties,
with critical damping taken as 5%. Modal superposition
analyses were carried out and the modal amplitudes combined
using the square root of the sum of the squares method for the
UK hard Site design basis ear1hquake (DI3E) response
speclrum input motion, tied to 0.1 g zero period acceleration,
Figure 5. The fundamental frequency of the system ranged
from t Hz for the soil-only model to around 3 Hz for the
combined soil~sheet pile wall system. ln the soil only model,
Jttcmwtwn of 1he b;Jsc inpul motwn was predicled. ln the

more realistic combined model, an average amplification of
around 10% \Vas found. Peak transient displacements \Vere
predicted to be less thJn 20 nun.
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Figure 5 UK Hard site DRF response spectrum
A time history analysis was also carried out using the LUSAS
finite clement computation, with a mesh representing the cell
comprising a column of 12 beam elements which include
shear deformations. Node I was at the top of the cell, and
Node 13 at the b3se. Again, the input motion was a time
history meeting the UK hard site DBE response spectrum,
Figure 6.
Results from these analyses agreed closely with the modal
analyses. Although in the combined (pile and fill) case
accelerations at the top of the cell reached approximately 0.2g,
Figure 8 (below), the average acceleration time history gave
a maximum average acceleration of around 0.1 05g, Figure 7.
principally due to phase differences between the accelerations
at different elevations. Amplification at the resonant frequency
(around 3 Hz) can also be seen in Figure 7, particularly
towards the latter half of the earthquake motion.
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The acceleration profiles over the height of the cofferdam for
this combined case are shov..·n Ill figure 8 where the three
profiles arc plotted at the time instant at which the acceleration
is a maximum at (a) the base or support, (b) the top of the cell,
and (c) the peak average value. These show clearly the
beneficial effects of phase differences between the base and
the top of the cell, which act to reduce significantly the
average amplification to be taken into account in a pseudostatic design.

It is interesting to comp<.Jn.' the peak displacement of the top of
the cell (amund l8mm calculated using LUSAS excluding the
steel sheets, n.:ducmg to ;:uound 6mm mcluding the steel) with
the value deduced by con~ickration of the fill <1lone acting as
a shear hcam, following Steedman (1998). The surfac<:
dctkct1on or a shear beam with shear modulus varying with
the square root of depth IS stmply given by:

3

(1)
Gb

where kh is the lateral <H.:ccleration coefficient, H 1s the height
of the cell or soil column, Gt> is the shear modulus at the base
of the column and"( is the unit weight of the fill. Equ<1ting the
shear modulus G at mid-depth in the cell with the elastic
parameters Young's l\.1odulus E and Poisson's ratio u used in
the LUSAS analysis at the same depth enables the equivalent
shear 1nodulus at the base of the cell to be calculated assuming
a square root variation with depth. This procedure gives a
value for Gh = 39 MPa, and a displacement at the top of
around 14mm (for a base input of O.lg), intermediate to the
upper and lower bound finite clement predictions.
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mannc D shaped fenders bolted onto large diameter steel
tubes. Tv-.'o of these assemblies together fanned one seal,
tensiOned into the gap h<:twcen the cell and the wall by high
strength steel tie rods passing through the gap and tightened by
divers.
Between the two cells, a seal was formed using a geotextile
bag filled with reinfOrced concrete. The shape of the seal
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As noted above, the cofTerdam fill material was a dense gravel
3
. The two
cofferdam cells forming the barrier were constructed from
Grade SOD Frodingham type SWl-A straight web piles,
British Steel Products, Pub! 104 ( 1989), assuming a five year
design life. 1be diameter of the cells was 18.4m and their total
height was similar, at around 18.5m. The cells were founded
on slate bedrock, at around -14m OD protected \.Vith a gravel
mattress around the base. For the seismic analysis, a water
head difference of 12. 7m (water level in the basm at + 1.2m
OD) \.vas assumed between the basin and the dewatered sidcof
the coftCrdam.
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The seals bclwceu the cells and the adpcent harbour walls
were specially designed to acconunodate movements expected
during a seismic event (from the \.vall and the cells) and yet to
maintJm an cfrective seal. Th<: scJls compnscd standard
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prevented it from being forced through the gap by the external
water pressure and, although it might have been cracked by
elastic dynamic movements during an earthquake event, as
there were no out-of-balance forces in a direction along the
line of the two cells, it was considered that no permanent gap
could be expected to open up bet\veen thern.
All of the seismic factors of safety exceeded the minimum
requirements. even under the margin event of 0.14g. It \Vas
concluded that the cells \vould not exhibit any permanent
movement under the seismic loading requirement, and that the
design met the required specification.

COMPARISON WITH SEISMIC
DESIGN :\IETHODS

RETAINI~G

WALL

consideration of the internal stresses and potential failure
mechanisms.
2.
Transient displacements of sheet pile cellular
cofferdams may be comparable to flexible retaining walls of
similar height, and this has important implications for the
amplitude and phase relationship of motions at the top of the
cells, compared to motions at the base.
3.
The robust nature of sheet pile cofferdams under
earthquake loading has been demonstrated by design case
study. Provided adequate foundation capacity is available
beneath the structure, standard 'static' design and construction
techniques will provide an inherent resistance to earthquake
loading, at least for cells where the ratio of diameter to
retained height is around 1.

Evidence in the literature of the design and performance of
cellular cofferdams under earthquake loading is limited and it
is recommended that these structures should dravv closely on
the approach proposed for the seismic design oClarge retaining
walls, on which there is much more extensive research and
guidance, Steedman ( 1998).

4.
If levels of earthquake shaking are sufficiently high
to lead to the onset of damage to the structure, this is likely to
be first evidenced by sliding and racking (pile rise) before
rupture, provided adequate foundation capacity exists beneath
the cofferdam and provided the sheet piles are not driven into
a stiff foundation (which could inhibit the sliding mode).

In the design or large retaining walls, it is generally
straightforward to demonstrate that active conditions have
developed, or can develop, behind the wall as the dynamic
shaking proceeds. In the example above, an elastic lateral
displacement of around 20mm is predicted over a height of
20m, an average shear strain of around 1/1000. There is
experimental and theoretical justification that such a strain
level is sufficient to reduce the lateral earth pressures to active
or near active conditions, Bolton ( 1991 ), and therefore that the
Mononobe-Okabe solution is appropriate. However, given the
compacted nature of the fill in a cellular cofferdam, any
further restraint on displacement may lead to larger earth
pressures and a consequent risk of interlock failure. This
would need to be checked in the cofferdam design.
Large retaining \valls arc subject to amplification and phase
changes which affect the height of the point of application and
the amplitude of the resultant pseudo-static lateral force,
Steedman and Zeng (1990b). In the case study outlined here,
it was considered necessary to confirm the assumption that
amplification effects would be small by finite element
modelling. TI1is same approach has been used for large
retaining walls, to deduce an average value appropriate to the
height of walL In some cases. motions may be averaged at
several locations up the back of the wall, to provide a closer
representation of the pseudo-static dit-.tribution of lateral em1h
pressure.

5.
The seismic design process for sheet pile cellular
cofferdams should follow the proposed approach for large
retaining walls, incorporating displacement and force based
criteria.
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